Fall Theatre Classes 2024

Develop lifelong skills such as listening, self-confidence, reading, memorization and concentration. Create characters, dialogue, monologues, scenes and performance pieces with guidance from experienced theatre professionals. Perform for family and friends on the final day of class. Consistent attendance is strongly encouraged for all theatre classes.

Theatre Booking Page (perfectmind.com)

**Ages: 4-7 Storybook, Alive!**
Bring favorite storybooks to life in these fun theatre classes! Act out a different story each week such as Grandmother Spider the Bringer of Fire and Song of the Hermit Thrush. Perform a favorite story on the final day of class. **Students should have experience working in a classroom.**

**# 88530 Spider Spins a Story** Sept. 23-Oct. 28

**# 88542 Native American Legends** Nov. 4 - Dec. 16, skipping Nov. 11
Mon. , 4:30-5:45 p.m.
$80 ($64 Resident)
Southeast Recreation Center  
Instructor: Joi Hiatt

**Ages: 4-7 Storybook, Alive!**
Bring favorite storybooks to life in these fun theatre classes! Act out a different story each week, performing a favorite story on the final day of class. **Students should have experience working in a classroom.**

**# 88581 Egyptian Mythology** Sept. 17- Oct 22
$80 ($64 Resident)

**# 88582 Nordic Mythology** Nov. 19-Dec 17
Tue., 4:30-5:45 p.m.
$56 ($45 Resident)
Mission Viejo Library
Instructor: Jennifer Patten

**Ages 8-12**

**# 88584 Viking Tales**
Create and perform an original play based on Nordic folk tales. Share a performance during the last class. Requires consistent attendance, some outside classwork and memorization.

Sept. 14-Oct. 12
Sat., 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
$90 ($72 Resident)
Tallyn’s Reach Library
Instructor: Jennifer Patten
Ages: 10-16  
# 88586 War of the Worlds Radio Play  
Master the technique of distinguishing characters using only your voice. Create practical sound effects using everyday objects. Explore the chilling history of this infamous broadcast. Share a performance with your family on the last day of class. Requires consistent attendance, outside classwork and some memorization.  
Sept. 21- Oct. 26  
Sat., 9:00 a.m.– NOON  
$140 ($112 Resident)  
Aurora Fox Arts Center, Studio  
Instructor: Ron Vigil

Ages: 9-14  
#88585 Front Porch Tales  
Create an original play based on traditional and new American tall tales. Share a performance with your family on the last day of class. Requires consistent attendance, outside classwork and memorization.  
Sept 28 - Nov 2  
Sat., 2-4p.m.  
$100 ($80)  
Aurora Central Library, Studio  
Instructor: Hugo Jon Sayles

Questions? email lnumpton@auroragov.org or call 303 739-6520. Requires pre-registration.
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